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as we heard a voice snap...

being entertained by her movements. I caught grins on the faces of

wanted the father to place her deli order while she did the rest of the

Her mother and her father appeared to be in conflict. The mother

number to be called.

happening in their lives. I witnessed an older gentleman give up on

of cheese through the glass counter. Then, I noticed a beautiful little girl.

I was in line at the deli counter after work one evening last week. The
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In the first year, babies learn to

explore, and learn about the

world. They will want to explore and

play with their baby will set the

emotional development.

The real "Aha" affirmation moments came as speakers shared the

voices and perspectives of actual people. My heart went to the

voice and all the parents and care givers and the children hearing the

stories, as they were very emotional. The parents and care givers had

tears in their eyes as they listened to the stories. The children also

were moved by the stories and many of them were very tearsful.

As children grow into early childhood, their world will begin

exploring new objects and

surroundings. Their desire to

explore and "find out" is

increasing.

People is at the heart of The

Malakoff Foundation's "2GEN" and "Year"

Two Years Old

"Ah, Ah, Ah" (Spanish)

During the second year,...